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NOMENCLATURE 
ET 
FPR 
Ho 
h 
900 
SRB 
SD 
ssv 
SSWP 
STS 1 
SVWP 
External Tank 
Flight Performance Reserves (propellant required to protect for inflight dispersions) 
Reference height for SVWP 
Altitude of vehicle 
Mach number 
Main Engine Cut-Off 
Vehicle axial accelerations 
Vehicle roll, pitch, yaw rates 
Aerodynamic heat load indicator 
Aerodyn,mic heat rate 
Dynamic pressure 
Solid Rocket Boostexfs) 
Standard Deviation, a sample statistical parameter 
Space Shuttle Vehicle 
Synthetic Scalar Wind Profde 
Space Transportation System (flight 1) 
Synthetic Vector Wind Profile 
Zonal wind component (positive west to east) 
Vehicle relative velocity 
v Meridional wind component (positive to north) 
w Wind speed (scalar wind) or modulus of wind 
(U,V,W are defined in the standard meteorological coordinate system) 
u Angle of attack 
P Angle of sideslip 
'V" Aerodynamic load indicator in pitch plane 
. I h* Aerodynamic load indicator in yaw plane 
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SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE TO ASCENT WIND PROFILES 
I. BACKGROUND 
I 
The synthetic scalar wind profile (SSWP) [ l ]  widely used in preliminary design for a m p a c e  
vehicle ascent structural load and performance is defmed by the locus versus altitude formed by subtracting 
the 99th percentile conditional scalar wind shears from the given wind speed at a reference height. The given 
nlinG speed is the envelope of the 95th percentile value of the wind speed wer all months for a specified 
launch site. A table of conditional wind speed shears for given wind speeds is hmished [ 1 I .  A discrete wind 
gust model is also used with the SSWP. The discrete wind gust model widely used as design criteria has a 
quasi-square-wave shape with an amplitude of 9 mls (30 ftls) .md a gust length that varies fram 60 to 300 m 
(197 to 984 ft). In practice, this gust amplitude is reduced by a factor of 0.85 when used with the SSWP 
model. All of these statistical parameters have been derived using empirical statistical methods. Although the 
SSWP model has been used for aerospace vehicle design over the past 25 years, it was found to be inadequate 
for the Space Shuttle. This is becaiuse of the complexity of the Space Shuttle configuration, which has four 
main bodies (the ET, two SRB's, and the Orbiter), and the program requirements for a versatile Space 
Transportation System (STS). Some subsystems of the Space Shuttle Vehicle (SSV) are more sensitive to 
ascent wind loads in the yaw plane than in the pitch plane. To reduce the requirements for ascent wind 
loads, a load alleviation technique is used for the SSV. This is done by shaping thr &cent tr&ctory (wind 
biasing) to the profile of monthly mean wind components (vector mean wind) in the pitch and yaw planes. 
The flight control system is programmed to perfonn the wind load relief function through the altitude 
redon of maximum dynamic pressure. The concern now becomes that of determining the coatribution of 
wind dispersions with respect to the monthly vector mean wind to structural loads and performance parame- 
ten. Reference design missions were established for STS flights from Kennedy Space Center (KSC) and from 
Vandellberg AFB. Hence, a new wind profile model was required to permit the statistical treatment of wind 
as a vector quantity on a monthly basis for the two sites. This led to the development of a vector wind 
profile model which is outlined in Section 11. 
II. WINDS FOR AEROSPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT 
This section treats the following topics: (1) the development of the Synthetic Vector Wind Profile 
(SVWP) model, (2) the time conditional change in wind vectors which is used to construct the time condi- 
tional SVWP model, and (3) statistical data samples of detailed wind profdes as measured by the Jimsphere 
system. The limitations of wind models and the recognition for improvements in gust modelling are 
discussed. 
A T b  Synthetic V m  Wind hfik Mockl 
The details of the SVWP model with several options treated by Smith [Z] are kngthy; hence, only 
I the fundamental principles of these models con be presented in this report The SVWP model uwr the 
properties of the quadravariate nonnd probability distribution function. The 14 statistical panmeten 
' required to define this probability distribution function axe estimated from long periods (1  1 yean) of stem4y 
i 
state rawinsonde wind records for Cape Canaveral and Vandenberg AFB. These 14 sample statistics relate 
wind vectors at one altitude to those at another altitude through the quadravariate normal probability dis- 
tribution Because aerospace vehicle designers have historically been concerned with wind shear, the tabula- 
tions of the 14 parameters have been made in terms of the zonal and meridional wind components and the 
differences of the zonal and meridional wind components betmen two altitudes The paind differences 
are repeated for all altitudes at 1-km intervals from 0 to 27 km. T h w  14 statistical parameters for wind 
vectors and vector wind shears have been tabulated by monthly reference periods for Cape Canaveral and 
Vandenberg AFB. The conventional statistical tabulations would be the complete variance-covariance matrix 
of these wind components as pairs over all altitudes. The end results for the SVWP model are the same 
because the sum and differences of normally distributed variates are normally distributed. Using the five 
component winds statistical parameters at a reference height, H, the practice is to compute the 95 per- 
cent probability ellipse. This ellipse contains 95 percent of the wind vectors at the reference height Wind 
vectors on the 95 percent ellipse at the refennce height are sekcted The conditional distribution of vector 
wind shears is computed wer successive altitudes for the given wind vector at Ho. In general functional 
notation, the conditional distribution is: 
where x 1, x2, x3, and x4 are quadravaria te normally distributed variates. Here x3 and x4 are the components 
of the given wind at Ho, and x l  and x2 are the components of the wind shear. The joint conditional prob 
ability for wind shears is bivariate normally distributed These conditional distributions are made bivariate 
circular normal to simplify the modelling. The locus of the envelope of conditional shear circles versus 
altitude in-plane with the given wind vector gives the largest sheara These conditional shears are subtracted 
from the given wind vector. The resulting locus gives one of several options for the SVWP model. Hence, 
the SVWP is formed as the distribution of wind shears which varies with (1) the given wind vector at a 
reference height, (2) altitude, (3) month, and (4) launch site. Because this model is based on the properties 
of the multivariate normal distribution, it can he made completely genenl for any prwability level. By 
convention, the 99 percent conditional shears are used in the SVWP. The classical 9 mls square gust, dis- 
cussed in Section I, is reduced by a factor of 0.85 when used with the SVWP. 
A statistical analysis of the SVWP for the design reference missions reveals that the February SVWP 
for Cape Canaveral and December SVWP for Vandenberg AFB would establish the range for design require- 
ments. The design objective is to have not more than a 5 percent chance of launch delay due to ascent winds 
in any month for the design reference missions. 
To illustrate the principles of the SVWP, an example for the December winds at Vandenberg AFB is 
given. The reference height, H, is 10 krn (Fig. 1); the given wind vector has the direction from 330 degrees i 
i with a magnitude of 57.8 m/s which intercepts the 95 percent vector wind ellipse. This wind vector repn- I 
sents a right-teleft quartering wind for a mission flight azimuth of 195 degrees. (The flight azimuth is f 
measured in degrees clockwise from true north) The 99 percent conditional shear circles axe computed for 1 
all altitudes for the given wind vector. A scale plot of the conditional shear circles subtracted from the j 
) given wind vector (Fig. 2) infers that 99 percent of the wind vectors axe contained in these circles given the 
P wind vectbr at 10 km is from 330 degrees with a magnitude of 58 mlr  The locus of the conditional circles 
, 
in-plane with 330 degnes is called the SVWP. It ia reprwented by the continuous line in F i y m  2. The 
dashed line in Figure 2 that passes through the center of the circks b the conditional mean vector. Another 'i 
i illustration of this exampk is shown as Figure 3. In F@re 3 the curve labekd 1 is the SVWP, and the curve 
' i 
Figure 1 .  A 95 percent vector wind ellipse 10 km altitude, December, Vandenberg AFB. 
Figure 2. Conditional bivariate normal vector wind given the wind vector at 
Ho is 330 degrees at 58 m/s, Vandenberg AFB, December. 
WEAR CIRCLE : 2. O6S ELLIPSE IIYTEaECTS WITH 3#1w 
WA = COIYDlTlO(YAL VECTORS ELLIPSE 
WE * EXCECTEDCONOITIONAL (MEAN) 
Figure 3. Synthetic vector wind profile for given wind vector at 10 km, 
Vandenberg AFB, December. 
labeled WE is the expected value (mean) of the conditional wind vectors The curve labeled 2 has two 
branches: they are the two intercepts of the 330-1 50 degree plane with the 95 percent wind vector ellipses 
versus altitude. The curve labeled WA is also a SVWP, but because it lies outside the envelope of the 95 
wrcent ellipses it has not been adopted for use in the Space Shcttle program. Selections of several wind 
vectors at the reference height are used -., the construction of SVWP, and several reference heights in the 
altitude region where the vehicle is most sensitive to  winds are applied in the analysis. The vehicle system 
analysis may be made using the SVWP with or without gust. 
0. Tmnporal Vector Wind Change and T i m  Conditional SVWP 
For the launch operation of the Space Shuttle it has been propcsed by Moote [3] to wind bias to 
the day-of-launch meaamd ;Kind profde to further reduce the contribution of winds to  the structural loads 
and performance requirements. To support such a procedure, a knowledge of not only the temporal vari- 
ability of the wind is required, but also how much the ascent wind loads and performance parameters will 
vary with time. There is a requirement to make some allowance for wind loads and performance variation 
with respect to time during the countdown for key prelaunch operational decisions and also from the last 
time it is operationally feasibie to perform a prelaufich Eight simulation using a measured wind profile. 
The statistical variation of winds with reilpect to time at discrete altitudes has been modelled using 
the properties of the quadravariate normal probability dbtribution. The 14 shthtical parameters for this 
distribution have been tabulated [4] for each ;nonth at I-km a1 titude intervals from 0 to 27 km for Cape 
Canaveral. The time conditional distribution of wind vectors f a  12-haur change of time for a given wind 
vector t i b t n t e d  by the rmd! ellipses in Figure 4 for fwe relacted wind vecton. The given wind vectors I 
through 1V m selected to be on the 95 percent April probability ellipm. The given wind vector lubbd V is 
selected to coincide with the monthly vector mean wind. Note that all of the conditional e l l i m  jsmall 
ctlipses) have the same size and orientation. The centroid of the mall elliprea ia the conditional ) nern. The 
, sue of the conditional ellipse decnaacs with decreasing time. The size of the 95 percent cc+; ':tS~nP1 eUipacs 
approaches that of the monthly 95 percent ellipse as the time interval incrcruea Selecr..:.) + &  i r i ~  ~ .n  the 95 
percent time conditional eUipaes an wed as given values at a reference height, and thc .:'vWP is c.. 1 1  tructed 
as described in the previous section. In Section 111 performance parameten resultinr from the tinle; condi- 
tional SVWP and a m p k  of sequential wind profiles arc compand. 
40.. 
X VECTOR WINO 
Figure 4. The 12-hour time conditional wind vectors for five given wind 
vectors, 1 2-km altitude, April, Cape Cana\wal. 
I t  was recognized early in the Space Shuttle program that all wind models have limitations. This is 
particularly true in depicting the structure of the wind profde as it occurs in nature. Detailed high-nsdution 
wind .)rofdcs as measured by the Jimsphere system show many gust, shear, and wavetype oscillations that 
are not understood and hence arc not arbjcct to detailed modellin& nor arc they predictable for acmepace 
vehicle launch operations. For these masons a sampk of 150 Jimsphen wind ( 5 1  profile musurements for 
each month was made available for Cape Canaveral for the S p m  Shuttle ascent design verification. These 
samples are also used for wind load and performance assessments for the schedukd launch month of the 
Shuttle. 
j To detennine the wind lo& and perfonn~ce changsr with rsrpsct to time for the pu-s given 
I in the previous rsction, a limited m p k  of raquentid Jimrp! *re wind proNe meounmenta is available for 
Cape Canweral. Them mcasummentm am r t  rppmimrtbly 3-hour intervalr Fw Vandenberg Am the avril. 
abk requentid drta u m p k  of Jimrphcm wind profiles ir wen mom limited 
The 150 !imaphen wind profiles have been uaed in the development of an improved gwt model. 
A new concept of a vector wind gust model ia reported by Smith and Adelfang [ 6  1 in which the gust ampli- 
tude and gust lengths for wind co~nponents are modelled wing a bivariate gamma probability distribution 
function. The wind gust varies with the defining fdter function, with altitude, and with season. The goal is to 
replace the 9 mls design scalar wind gust (given in Section I), wllich u invariant with altitude and wason, by 
this new gust model for ascent flight performance and load assessments that a n  done on a monthly basis. 
Ill. ASCENT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 
In this section statistical comparisons arc presented for t l ~ e  SSV performance parameters and ascent 
wind load indicators as derived from flight simulations using the SVWP model and a sample of 150 Jimsphere 
wind profile measurementn Also presented is a comparison of perfonnance statistics derived from a time 
conditional SVWP and a sample of sequential Jimsphere wind profiles. T h a c  comparisons we illustrated 
from analyses for the STSl  ascent flight using April wind models and samples of Jimsphen wind measure- 
ments for Cape Canaveral. These comparisons are summarized from more complete analyses (such as Austin 1 
[7] ) to identify the contribution of winds to the ascent subsystem flight parameters. 
Table 1 provides a descriptive summa, - d f  the S T S l  ascent flight profde relrce purposes. It is 
important to note that ascent winds during 30 to 85 s of flight time (9 to 60 ; . tudc) not only make 
significant con tlibutions to the vehicle parameter variations in this flight period but also contribute to varia 
tions in the SRB staging conditions, aerodynamic heating, and flight performance reserves which occur later ; 
in flight 
TABLE 1. STS 1 ASCENT FLIGHT PROFILE i 
T IME 
L C  
0 
0-7 
7-22 
30-86 
s0-1(0 
120-150 
130-ElO 
MACH 
NUMBER 
0 
0.1 
0.1-0.4 
0.6-2.5 
2.5-6.0 
3.7-4.0 
- 
ALTITUDE 
K FT KM 
0 0 
0.4 0.012 
6 1.12 
9 2.74 
TO TO $0 1l.a 
W 2 4 a  
TO TO 
240 73.17 
1W 48.a 
TO TO 
170 1 1 . 0  
- - 
DESCRIPTION 
SRb IGNlTlOh AND LIFT OFF 
VERTICAL RISE 
TILT MANEWER AND ROLL TO FLIGHT AZIMUTH OF 10 DEGREES 
PEAK WIND EN\rlROWENT; MAXIMUM DVNAMIC PRESSURE 
MID ALROOYNAMIC LOADS REGION 
MAXIMW A E R W V W K :  WEATINQ 
SRB TNL-OFF M I D  STAGING 
OPTIMUM W I D  =E TO MAXIMIZIE PERFORMANCE AT 
SELECTED MECO TARGETS 
The wind profile makes a signifsmt contribution to the w e n t  fligJ~t performance puune tcn  
(Tables 2 and 3). The column heading "nominal w e n t "  in the tables giva the performance requirements. x # 
F S T S  1 wind biased to the April mean wind, and the last column is the dispersion of there puuneten from 
all sources (ie., the vehicle systems t*ncertainties combined wit.1 the wind contribution). The extreme range 
of performance parameten due to  the wind profde as derived from the 95 percent SVWP with 99 petcent 1 
conditional shears and gusts reduced by the 0.85 factor and the runpk of 1 SO April wind profllcs (Tables 2 1 
and 3) not only illustrate the contribution of the wind profile to  performarcc variation, but a l s ~  show good 
agreement between the two methodr These performance parameters vary with the launch month due to 
different chuacteristics of the wind prr -ile. Comparisons of flight parameters using the SVWP and the 
sarnpk of 150 Jimsphen profdm for September and December have resulted in equally good agreement. 
TABLE 2. STSl  PERFORMANCE PARAMETER VARIATIONS FOR APWL WINDS 
TABLE 3. 5TS1 SRB STAGING PARAMETER VARIATIONS FOR APRIL WINDS 
PARAMETER 
FPR (LBSJ 
MAX q = 
(LB!FT~) 
MAX 6 
(BTU~FT~ISECJ 
O SRB STAGING 
(BTUIFT~J 
Another factor of significance with respect to there parameter variations is their reflection of the 
integrated effects of the wind profile during ascent. There integrated effects am repnronhtive of the steady 
state nature of the wind profile and, therrforc, can be alleviated through the impkmentation of wind birring 
techniques such as that discussed by M o ~ t e  l 3 j  for day-of-launch opentionr While the vchick dynamic 4 
R 
NOMINAL* 
ASCENT 
r3,rss 
575.9 
2.0 
84.5 
1 
PARAMETER 
q - I L O . ' ~  T2) 
o IOEG) 
3 IDEGJ 
h lFTl 
I V lFTSECI ! 
p.0.V ! ( D E G M C I  
EXTREME RANGE FROM 
S W P  WITH 160 APRIL 
GUST ** JIMZIP))ERE 
+VSO +1215 
-3000 -3145 
dl t77 
-36 4 6  
t0.6 r0.4 
t20 r 15 
EXTREME RANQL F R W  
sVWT WITH 160 M I L  
GUST ** J IMUHERE 
*4 *4 
'3 01.6 
?3 '1.6 
.too *?OW 
tW t 100 
t 0.20 t0.26 
- 
NOMINAL 
ASCENT 
16.4 
0.62 
-0.41 
167.286 
4.196 
-0.6, -0.1. 
-.lo 
1 
ALL 
DIsP€R81ow 
JOURCES 
-moo 
+I10 
+1.1 
4 5  
FOR ALL 
OII)ERSH)(II 
W R C E S  
+I6 
? 1s 
16 
t1MQ) 
*too 
t6. t2, +2  
response as sensed by the angle ol' attack (a) and sideslip (8) exculsions are somewhat alleviated by the use 
of a load relief scheme in the ascent flight control system (N, and Ny feedbach), the vehicle system response 
characteristics are such that large cu and f dispersions still occur as a result of inflight wind shears and gusts. 
Unfortunately, these wind characteristics are random and not predictable by deterministic methods and, 
therefore, z e  not amenable to wind biasing techniques. 
B. Ascent Wind Load I n d i i  
Aerodynamic load indicators are the product of angleof-attack (a) and dynamic pressure (q-) and 
of sideslip angle (8) times dynamic pressure. For the purposes of trajectory design and mission assessments, 
these indicators have been found to be reliable representatives of the wind effects on the SSV structural 
loading in the maximum dynamic pressure flight ~ f n e .  The load indicato~s, crp- and &-, for specific 
Mach numbers (Figs. 5 and 6) have been derhed using the April 95 percent SVWP with and without the 9 
m/s cresign gust The solid line in these figures is the result from the April mean wind The statistical mean 
values (denoted by the letter "My') obtained from 150 flight simulations using the April Jirnsphere measured 
winds for Cape Canaveral are identical to those derived from t! 5 monthly mean wind Also shown in Figures 
5 and 6 is the 95 percent dispexsion with respect to the sample mean for the Jimsphere data sample. The 
large differences between these load indicators for the 95 percent sample estimates and those derived from 
the 95 percent SVWP model are attributed to the differences in the two methods The 9 m/s design gust is 
applied a: each Mach number for the SVWP, whereas the data samples of Jimsphere wind profiles have gust 
amplitudes less than 9 m/s for gust lengths less than 300 m. 
FROM MEASURED WINDS 
M STATISTICAL MEAN 
a 0 %%PROBABILITY 
FROM SYNTHETIC WINO 
\ / - APRILMEAN 
I I I I I I 1 I 1 1 I 
0.4 0.8 1 .Z ? .6 2.0 2.4 
MACH NUMBER 
Figure 5. STS-I wind load indicators in pitch plane from April windb, Cape Canaveral. 
FROM MEASURED WINOS 
M STATISTICAL MEAN 
0 95% PROBABILITY 
FROM SYNTHETIC WIND 
- APRILMEAN 
0 SYNTHETIC/GUST 
MACH NUMBER 
Figure 6. STSI  wind 'oad indicators in yaw-plane from April winds, Cape Canaveral. 
The joint relationship between crqm and pqm serves as an important load indicator for the SSV s u b  
systems analysis Comparisons of the joint relationships for these load indicators for Mach numbers of 1.05 
and 1.25 are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. In these figures the dots represent the 150 pairs of crqm 
and /3qm obtained from the April Jimsphere sample. The ellipse (heavy solid curve) is the 95 percent ellipse 
from this sample. This ellipse, indeed, cojitains 95 percent of the paired sample data points The eight circled 
dots are the results from the 95 percent SVWP with the 99 percent shear without gust. The outermost 
values are for the 95 percent SVWP, 99 percent shear, and with the 9 m/s design gust reduced by the 0.85 
factor. As shown, the 95 percent ellipse from the san~ple of wind measurements is very close to that given 
by the SVWP without gust. In addition, the significant impact of a wind gust on the SSV aerodynamic loads 
is seen by the approximately 850 deg-lb/ft2 increase in the &qoo afid /3qw resulting from the application of 
+he design gust criteria The gust contribution to the vehicle dynamic response envelope has been shown by 
d h e r  analyses to be approximately equd to that of all other sources of vehicle uncertainties. 
The comparison of flight simulation results from wind models with those from a sample of detailed 
wind profiles as presented in this section is for discrcte altihdes. The reader is cautioned not to conclude 
that the SSV is over-designed due to the use of the 9 m/s design gust criteria These parametric analyses do 
not give the percentage of successful SSV rlights when considering independent wind profile effects at all 
altitudes for the accumulation of all indicators. This subject is beyond the scope of this report. 
-1000 
150 MEASURED WINDS 
-95 PERCENTILE MEASURED 
0 96 PERCENTILE SYNTHETIC 
0 SYNTHETIC WlTH GUST 
Figure 7. STSl  pitch and yaw load indicators Ma = 1.05 from 
April winds, Cape Canaveral. 
150 MEASURED WINDS 
-95 PERCENTILE MEASURED 
095 PERCENTILE SYNTHETIC 
0 SYNTHETIC WlTH GUST 
Figure 8. S T S l  pitch and yaw load indicators MA = 1.25 from 
April winds, Cape Canaveral. 
C. Temporal Performance Variations 
The sensitivity of the various ascent system indicators to inflight winds and the significant contribu- 
tion of these winds to the SSV design requirements suggest a potential i'or increased subsystems performance 
,margin through the implementation of a trajectory biasing concept based on a near-launch time wind 
environment. As a result of SSV response characteristics and the potential for a severe wind shear or gust to 
occur at any time during ascent, only those indicators which reflect the steady state nature of the wind will 
be significantly affected by a near-launch time trajectory design effort. However, thc viability of such an 
effort depends upon the time frame required to  accomplish the trajectory profile design, associated subsys- 
tem assessments, and software updates to the SSV prior t o  launch 
Table 4 summarizes the requirements levied on several STS-1 subsystem indicators as a result of 
ascent wind dispersions attendant with a trajectory profile design time frame. Current STS trajectory profiles 
are desig,,ed for a monthly wind dispersion since no  software updates are planned near launch time. As a 
result, an STS-1 FPR of 1870 lb was required to protect against a launch hold for April wind uncertainties. 
Similarly, dynamic pressure and aerodynamic heating allowances had to be provided for the potential 
occurrence of near worst case April winds on launch day. However, analyses to identify the gains associated 
with reducing the impact of inflight wind dispersions on SSV and trajectory design requirements indicate 
only 33 5 lb of FPR required to protect for April wind uncertainties by designing the STS- 1 trajectory pra- 
file for wind measurements taken 3 hours prior t o  launch 
TABLE 4. STS-1 TEMPORAL PERFORMANCE DISPERSIONS FOR APRIL WINDS 
SVWP - SYNTHETIC VECTOR WIND PROFILE WITHOUT GUST 
As with the results presented in the previous section, the statistical analyses were mdde with a time 
conditional S W P  model and with a sample of Jimsphere wind profile measurements. The parameter varia- 
tions for STS-1 presented in Table 4 were cbtained from a statistical assessment of 144 Jimsphere wind p r e  
files sequentially measured at 3-, 6-, and 9-hour intervals. The synthetic time conditional wind model has 
been used to identify parameter variations for various launch months (February, April, September, and 
December) and trajectory profile design time frames (6, 9, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours). Figures 9 and 10 give 
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Figure 9. STS-1 t h r e e  s tandard  d e v i a t i o n  change  in max q, re la t i ve  to 
monthly dispersion, April winds,  C a p e  Canavera l .  
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the time variation for the SSV dynamic pressure dispersion and FPR These parameters have been normalized 
to their monthly wiqd variation levels to provide a more generalized assessment of the impact of changes in 
these parameters due to temporal changes in the wind. While these results show the good agreement between 
the synthetic and measured winds, they also indicate a potential to reduce the wind dispersion allowance to 
50 percent of the monthly requirement by shaping the ascent trajectory profile for a wind meawed approxi- 
mately 10 hours prior to launch. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Using STSl  as an example, the results presented herein indicate the significant role played by the 
ascent wind environment in the design m d  launch-commit criteria of the SSV. While the steady state and 
dynamic (discrete gusts) nature of the wind profile combine to contribute to the vehicle design require- 
ments, some alleviation of the SSV launch-commit uncertainty is possible by biasing for steady state winds 
measured in the near-launch time frame. In addition, analysis results summarized in this report indicate 
extremely good agreement between the available synthetic wind profile models and Jirnsphere measured 
winds. It is important to understand both th.: quality and applicability of the synthetic wind models so as to 
enhance our capability to provide detailed subsystem assessments when budget constraints and STS opera- 
tional flight schedules do not permit the engineering support required by a measured wind data base. 
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